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Design and 
genius in one 
As a market-leader Daikin again 

shows the way with the launch of 

yet another world-class cassette 

that delivers superior design with 

high performance and low energy 

consumption. 

The Fully Flat Cassette integrates the 

latest technology with energy saving 

functions that enhance user comfort, 

all within a unique design that allows 

the visible panel to fit flush within 

standard architectural ceiling panels.

Fully  
Flat 
Cassette
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the concept our designers had in mind was for an unobtrusive 

cassette that blends seamlessly with the décor of a modern 

office while meeting the demanding criteria of architects for 

advanced technology that totally integrates within a standard 

european ceiling panel, enabling lights, speakers and sprinklers 

to be installed in the adjoining ceiling tiles. the result is the 

Fully Flat Cassette with its near flush fit, 4-way air distribution 

and special sensors to ensure the delivery of perfect comfort. 

available in crystal white or crystal white and grey, the Fully Flat 

Cassette is the perfect blend of design and function.

Fully 
integrated,  
fully  
discreet 

the design



Differentiated 
by excellence

sensor-driven comfort

to ensure perfect comfort the Fully Flat Cassette is fitted with two 

optional sensors linked to an advanced controller. 

the ‘presence’ sensor detects when there are people in the room and 

it adjusts the temperature to the previously selected ‘set point’ thus 

establishing the perfect working conditions. When the sensor establishes 

that the room is empty, it switches the cassette off so that the user is 

not wasting money on unnecessary heating or cooling. the sensor 

also adapts the direction of the airflow depending of where people are 

situated in the room, ensuring every individual’s comfort at any time. 

Because hot air rises, the natural temperature distribution in a room is for 

it to be warmer near the ceiling and cooler near the floor. the cassette’s 

‘floor’ sensor detects the temperature difference and re-directs the airflow 

to ensure that the temperature distribution is even: cold feet are history!

Flexible solution

the need for flexible usage of space often means that temporary or 

permanent barriers are erected leaving the cassette close to a wall or 

in a corner with the resulting imbalances in airflow. Our advanced 

technology anticipates this and we have made it possible to use the 

controller to individually open or close any of the four flaps to restore 

optimal efficiency and to save on energy costs.
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silent comfort 

the Fully Flat Cassette is amongst the quietest units in the market 

and, in addition to the sensors, has various automated functions 

that are designed to enhance the user’s comfort and pleasure. 

air Quality 

the quality of the air in the room is as important as the temperature 

and we have fitted advanced filters to remove dust particles to 

ensure the air is clean. In addition, a special programme allows the 

humidity levels to be reduced without variations in temperature.

Intuitive control 

the Fully Flat Cassette’s advanced controller provides the user 

with absolute control over their work environment. From setting 

the desired temperature to directing the airflow, from delivering 

the right temperature whenever the room is in use to ensuring 

that cold feet are history, from reconfiguring airflow to monitoring 

performance, the advanced controller is simple and intuitive to 

use. the large display screen and on-screen instructions combined 

with clearly marked function buttons give users total control 

enabling them to quickly set their desired conditions and to focus 

on the job at hand.

tOp eFFICIenCy  
year-rOunD

as WIth all DaIkIn prODuCts,  

thIs Cassette DelIvers exCeptIOnal 

seasOnal eFFICIenCy WhIle  

the presenCe sensOr has Been 

shOWn tO reDuCe energy 

COnsumptIOn By arOunD 27%*. 

By usIng the COntrOller tO 

mOnItOr perFOrmanCe anD energy 

COnsumptIOn, users Can reDuCe 

theIr envIrOnmental ImpaCt WhIle 

maIntaInIng perFeCt WOrkIng 

COnDItIOns.  *estimated 



The European Commission has set challenging targets 

for improving energy efficiency in the EU. These so-called 

20-20-20 targets aim at a 20% reduction in CO2 emissions, 

20% more renewable energy and a 20% reduction in 

the use of primary energy, all by the year 2020. To realise 

these objectives, Europe issued the Eco-Design Directive 

[2009/125/EC]. This sets minimum efficiency requirements 

for energy related products. After 2013, all air conditioners 

and air to air heat pumps under 12 kW come into scope of 

this Eco-Design Directive.  

Not only does the Eco-Design Directive systematically raise 

the minimum requirements with respect to environmental 

performance, the method used to measure this performance 

has also been changed to better reflect real-life conditions. 

Previous measurements reflected so-called nominal 

efficiency, a measurement of performance at one fixed 

outdoor temperature and with equipment running at 

full power. Since a cooling or heating season involves a 

range of outdoor temperatures (not just the one nominal 

temperature in the rating) and equipment is often only 

running at partial load, this old rating did not properly 

reflect actual performance. 

Europe’s new energy label: raising the bar on 
energy efficiency
To inform consumers concerning these new energy performance 

standards, Europe is also introducing a new energy label.  

The present European energy label, introduced in 1992, has 

had its effect. Consumers are able to compare and make 

purchasing decisions based on uniform labelling criteria. 

The new label that comes into force on 1 January 2013 will 

allow end-users to make even better informed choices, since 

seasonal efficiency reflects air conditioner efficiency over 

an entire season. The new energy label includes multiple 

classifications from A+++ to D reflected in colour shadings 

ranging from dark green (most energy efficient) to red (least 

efficient). Information on the new label includes not only 

the new seasonal efficiency ratings for heating (SCOP) and 

cooling (SEER), but also annual energy consumption and 

sound levels. 

Today, Daikin is leading the way towards more efficient 

and cost-effective comfort solutions.  All Daikin products  

are seasonal efficient, they all reduce energy and costs in 

a smart way.

seasonal 
efficiency,  
smart use  
of energy
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Indoor unIt FXZQ15A FXZQ20A FXZQ25A FXZQ32A FXZQ40A FXZQ50A

Cooling capacity nom. kW 1.7 2.2 2.8 3.6 4.5 5.6
heating capacity nom. kW 1.9 2.5 3.2 4.0 5.0 6.3

power input - 
50hz

Cooling nom. kW
to be confirmed

heating nom. kW
Dimensions unit heightxWidthxDepth mm 265x575x575
Weight unit kg 18 19
Decoration panel model ByFQ60CW
Decoration panel 2 model ByFQ60Cs
Decoration panel 3 model ByFQ60B2
Fan-air flow rate - 50hz Cooling high/nom./low m³/min 8.5/7.5/6.5 9/8/6.5 10/8.5/7 11/9.5/8 15/12.5/10
sound power level Cooling nom. dBa to be confirmed
sound pressure level Cooling high/nom./low dBa 31/28/25 32/29/25 34/30/26 37/33/28 44/39/33
refrigerant type to be confirmed
piping connections liquid/gas/Drain mm 6.35/12.7/-
power supply phase/Frequency/voltage hz/v

to be confirmed
Current - 50hz maximum fuse amps (mFa) a

Indoor unIt FFQ25C FFQ35C FFQ50C FFQ60C

Cooling capacity nom. kW 2.5 3.4 5.0 5.7
heating capacity nom. kW 3.2 4.2 5.8 7.0
seasonal efficiency 
(according to 
en14825)

Cooling energy label B a
pdesign kW to be confirmed
seer 4.62 5.00 5.36 5.24
annual energy consumption kWh to be confirmed

heating 
(average 
climate)

energy label a
pdesign kW to be confirmed
sCOp 4.20 3.88 3.89 3.93
annual energy consumption kWh

to be confirmed

nominal efficiency 
(cooling at 35°/27° 
nominal load, 
heating at 7°/20° 
nominal load)

eer
COp
annual energy consumption kWh
energy label Cooling

heating
power input Cooling nom. kW

heating nom. kW
Dimensions unit heightxWidthxDepth mm
Weight unit kg 18
Fan - air flow rate Cooling high/nom./low m³/min 9/8/6.5 10/8.5/6.5 12/10/8 15/12.5/10
sound pressure level Cooling high/nom./low dBa 32/29/25.0 34/30/25 39/34/27 44/38/32
piping 
connections

liquid OD mm 6.35
gas OD mm 9.5 12.7
Drain OD mm to be confirmed

power supply phase / Frequency / voltage hz / v 1~ / 50/60 / 220-240/220

(1) eer/COp according to eurovent 2012  

outdoor unIt rXS25K rXS35K rXS50K rXS60F

Dimensions unit heightxWidthxDepth mm 550x765x285 735x825x300
Weight unit kg 34 48
sound power level Cooling high dBa 61 63
sound pressure 
level

Cooling high/low/silent operation dBa 46/-/43 48/44/- 49/46
heating high/low/silent operation dBa 47/-/44 48/45/- 49/46

Compressor type to be confirmed
Operation range Cooling ambient min.~max. °CDB -10~46

heating ambient min.~max. °CWB -15~18
refrigerant type to be confirmed
piping 
connections

liquid OD mm 6.35
gas OD mm 9.5 12.7
Drain OD mm 18.0 to be confirmed
piping length Ou - Iu max. m 20 30
level difference Iu - Ou max. m 15 20

power supply phase / Frequency / voltage hz / v 1~ / 50 / 220-240
Fan to be confirmed

 preliminary data  

heating & Cooling
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Daikin products are distributed by:

FSC
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the present leaflet is drawn up by way of information only and does not 
constitute an offer binding upon Daikin europe n.v.. Daikin europe n.v. has 
compiled the content of this leaflet to the best of its knowledge. no express or 
implied warranty is given for the completeness, accuracy, reliability or fitness 
for particular purpose of its content and the products and services presented 
therein. specifications are subject to change without prior notice. Daikin europe 
n.v. explicitly rejects any liability for any direct or indirect damage, in the broadest 
sense, arising from or related to the use and/or interpretation of this leaflet. all 
content is copyrighted by Daikin europe n.v.

Daikin’s unique position as a manufacturer of air 
conditioning equipment, compressors and refrigerants 
has led to its close involvement in environmental issues. 
For several years Daikin has had the intention to become 
a leader in the provision of products that have limited 
impact on the environment. this challenge demands the 
eco design and development of a wide range of products 
and an energy management system, resulting in energy 
conservation and a reduction of waste. 

Daikin europe n.v. participates in the eurovent 
Certification programme for air conditioners 
(aC), liquid Chilling packages (lCp) and Fan coil 
units (FCu), Check ongoing validity of certificate 
online: www.eurovent-certification.com or using:  
www.certiflash.com


